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Quiet Mystics 
 
Opening Reception 
6 December 2013, Friday, 6 – 9 pm 
 

 
Artist Talk 

7 December 2013, Saturday, 2.30 pm 
 

On till 
4 January 2014, Saturday 

  
Stills	  from	  Kent	  Chan’s	  Filem	  (2010),	  single	  channel	  video,	  duration	  11’14	  

 
Singapore, November 2013 ---- Galerie Steph is pleased to present Quiet Mystics, a group 

exhibition bringing together three young Singaporean artists – Kent Chan, Luke Heng and Mark Thia 
who work in the distinctly different mediums of video, painting, and sculpture respectively. Despite 
the disparate mediums, they share an aesthetic that is quiet, subtle and layered. Luke and Mark will be 
present at the opening reception on 6 December, 6 – 9 pm, and will be discussing their works and 
practice at the Artist Talk on 7 December, 2.30 – 3.30 pm. 
 

These three artists plot an unwieldy chart for our contemplation. The two video works by 
Kent looks to film in Singapore, and how it not only reflects on life in Singapore but also narrates 
what Singapore identity or identities is and could be. Filem takes place on the film set of a historical 
action epic and unravels the politics of language and production through a conversation between the 
director and producer. In Watching Eclipses, Kent turns the gaze onto the audience, exploring ideas of 
spectatorship and its labour. 
 

An abstract painter, Luke is inspired by the Eastern philosophy of yin-yang where nature is of 
central importance. In translating that philosophy onto canvas, Luke considers the environment to 
play just as prominent a role as him in creating the painting. The process of painting sees him 
accounting for elements of his surroundings, from temperature to gravity, which subtly affects colour, 
surface and form. He aims to strike a balance between self and nature, between the conscious state of 
a painter’s intervention and the unconscious state of chance.  
 

Mark is a multi-disciplinary artist, but in December he will showcase a collection of sculptures 
made from an unexpectedly modest material – papier-mâché. He is currently absorbed with finding a 
resting point between the obvious and the unidentifiable. Each of his sculpture is a coarse yet poetic 
structure of bones set against a rocky landscape, mirroring the imperfection, fragility and 
impermanence of the corporeal. As geological terrain melds with biological material, one becomes 
almost interchangeable for the other. 

 
Whether charting the film landscape in Singapore, mapping on canvas the environment we 

are often heedless to, or plotting the materiality of existence and its eventual decay, each textural work 
illuminates a mystical undertone that invites introspection. 
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About the Artists 
Kent Chan (b. 1984) 
An artist, filmmaker and curator, Kent holds a BA (Hons) Film from LASALLE College of the 

Arts. His art practice revolves around film and cinema, and the ideas that underpin the way we 
understand and experience them. His works take the form of film, text and exhibitions. His first solo 
show, Temporary Repositories at The Substation, examines contemporary cinema in Singapore 
through watching and archiving all 689 Singaporean films ever screened at The Substation over the 
last 15 years. His most recent work, It’s Only Talk, was a performance-based installation at The 
Substation. The project examined the role philosophy and ideology play in cinema and our everyday 
lives. He is currently pursuing his Masters in Fine Art at Sandberg Institute in Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. 

 
Luke Heng (b. 1987) 
Luke graduated with a BFA (Hons) from LASALLE College of the Arts. He recently exhibited 

at Colors of Our Generation, Georgetown Festival, Malaysia; CROSS ENCOUNTER: A Collaboration of 
Artists from Singapore and Japan at the Japanese Creative Centre, Singapore; Asia Contemporary Art 
Show Hong Kong 2013 in the JW Marriott Hotel, Hong Kong; and Art Stage 2013, Singapore. Luke 
was also awarded the Winston Oh Travel Award, leading to his participation in the Winston Oh 
Travelogue Show 2012 at the Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore. He approaches painting 
through concepts gleaned from Eastern philosophy, particularly from a meditative perspective, to 
tackle the formal issues of painting such as colour, space, form and perception.  
 

Mark Thia (b. 1981) 
Mark, a multi-disciplinary artist, received his BA (Hons) in Illustration from the University of 

Brighton in 2008. He was in a two-person exhibition titled Head in Loop Loop Loop Loop at Post-
Museum, Singapore and a solo exhibition Hola Nihao at public art space tickleart, Singapore. He will 
be showcased in two upcoming exhibitions at the Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore. Mark 
has also participated in residencies at the Salzburg International Summer Academy of Fine Arts, 
Austria; Post-Museum, Singapore; and the Association of Icelandic Visual Artists, Iceland. In his 
works, beauty, humour, ambiguity and strangeness are essential. In his current sculptures, coarseness, 
asymmetry and brokenness mirror the imperfection, fragility and ultimately the impermanence of the 
corporeal. 
 
About Galerie Steph 
 Singapore native Stephanie Tham founded Galerie Steph in July 2007 to showcase both 
European Modern Art masters and Contemporary Asian artists. Since its founding, Galerie Steph has 
presented numerous exhibitions featuring Pablo Picasso, Joan Miro, Henri Matisse, Marc Chagall, 
Fernando Botero, Mithu Sen, Nobuyoshi Araki and others. Stephanie was educated at Christie’s New 
York and developed professional expertise at leading New York galleries before returning to 
Singapore to establish Galerie Steph. In 2004, Stephanie helped organize artist Fernando Botero’s 
first-ever Singapore exhibition and is an expert on his paintings and sculptures. 
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